In this paper, following the constructions of N. R. O'Brian, J. H. Rawnsley and I. Vaisman, we define four almost Hermitian structures (up to conjugation) on the twistor space of a Hermitian surface by using canonical connections, including the Lichnerowicz connection and the Chern connection. We also study the relations between the natural geometry of the twistor spaces and the geometry of Hermitian surfaces.
1 Introduction complex 3-manifolds. On the other hand, in 1985, J. Eells and S. Salamon [14] introduced another almost complex structure J − which, by contrast with J + , is never integrable. However, J − plays an important role in the theory of harmonic map.
In the years since then, there are many results related to the generalizations of the twistor theory of Riemannian 4-manifold. S. Salamon [31] gave the generalized twistor space Z of a Quaternionic Kähler manifold M, whose fibre Z x over a point x ∈ M is the space of all almost complex structures on T x M compatible with the Sp(n)Sp(1)-structure. He also showed that the twistor space Z has a natural complex structure. Motivated by these examples, L. Berard Bergery and T. Ochiai [4] proposed a general theory of the twistor space Z from the point of view of G-structure, and considered a natural almost complex structure on Z with respect to a G-connection. N. R. O'Brian and J. H. Rawnsley [29] studied the integrability of natural almost complex structures on certain fibre bundles, which generalize the 4-dimensional twistor theory to arbitrary even dimension, by using the representation theory. As an important example, they studied the Grassmann bundles of the tangent bundle of an almost Hermitian manifold. R. Bryant [7] developed a method for constructing holomorphic twistor spaces over Riemannian symmetric spaces of even dimension. C. K. Peng and Z. Z. Tang [30] gave a detailed description of the twistor space over an oriented even dimensional Riemannian manifold by using the method of moving frames.
Of course, the interplay between 4-dimensional conformal geometry and the corresponding twistor geometry is one of the most attractive topics. There are some interesting applications. By using examples of compact complex 3-manifolds that arise as twistor spaces, F. Campana [8] , C. LeBrun and Y. S. Poon [25] proved that the class C of compact complex manifolds, bimeromorphic to Kähler manifolds, is not stable under small deformations of complex structure. J. Fine and D. Panov [15] introduced the concept of definite connection on SO(3)-bundle over an oriented 4-manifold. They showed many non-Kähler symplectic Calabi-Yau 6-manifolds from the twistor spaces of Riemannian 4-manifolds [15] . There are also many studies with respect to the metric properties and curvature properties on the twistor space of Riemannian 4-manifold. For example, N. J. Hitchin [20] showed that if the twistor space (Z, J + ) of a compact self-dual 4-manifold M admits a Kähler metric, then M is the 4-sphere S 4 or the complex projective plane CP 2 .
In fact, there is a natural 1-parameter family of Riemannian metrics g t on the twistor space Z. Meanwhile, J + and J − are orthogonal almost complex structures with respect to the metrics g t . Thus, it is natural to study the relations between the almost Hermitian geometry of Z and the Riemannian geometry of 4-manifold M [16, 28, 22, 10, 11, 9, 18, 9] . By using the method of moving frames, J. X. Fu and X. C. Zhou [18] systematically studied special metric conditions (including the balanced metric condition, first Gauduchon metric condition [17] ) on almost Hermitian twistor spaces (Z, g t , J ± ), which are used to , which can be considered as the twistor space of complex projective plane CP 2 . The other motivation is that we want to find more relations between the (almost) complex geometry of the twistor spaces and the geometry of Hermitian surfaces. In this paper, we give a comprehensive study of the four natural almost Hermitian structures on the twistor space Z = P(T are conformally invariant (in Proposition 4.3). We also consider the balanced metric condition of the natural almost Hermitian metrics
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some essential facts of the geometry of a Hermitian surface M, and P. Gauduchon's 1-parameter family D t of canonical Hermitian connections on a Hermitian manifold. Vaisman's constructions of almost Hermitian structures on the twistor space Z = P(T 1,0 M) associated with any unitary connection are also presented. In Section 3, we focus on the twistor geometry induced by the Lichnerowicz connection. In Section 4, we go on to study the twistor geometry induced by the Chern connection. In Section 5, we give some related discussions, including the natural Hermitian structure on the projective bundle (this structure often used in complex algebraic geometry), and G. Deschamps's works on the twistor geometry of Riemannian 4-manifolds. Finally, in the appendix, we make some explicit calculations for the twistor geometry of complex projective plane CP 2 with the Fubini-Study metric h F S .
Preliminaries and notations: Hermitian surfaces and twistor constructions
Let M be an oriented 4-manifold with a smooth Riemannian metric h. The Hodge star operator gives a map * : ∧ 2 (T * M) → ∧ 2 (T * M) with * 2 = 1. Accordingly, its eigenvalues are ±1 and the bundle of two-forms splits
anti-self-dual) 2-forms. This decomposition is conformally invariant with respect to the Riemannian metric h. However, reversing the orientation of
and
Using the metric h, we have the identifications of
Thus the Riemannian curvature tensor R of (M, h) can be considered as a self-adjoint operatorR :
and so, with respect to the decomposition (2.1), it decomposes into partŝ
Id Ric * 0
where W + (resp. W − ) is the self-dual (resp. anti-self-dual) Weyl curvature operator, s is the scalar curvature, Ric 0 is the trace-free Ricci curvature operator, and Ric * 0 is the transpose of Ric 0 [5] .
An oriented Riemannian 4-manifold (M, h) is called self-dual (resp. anti-self-dual) if W − = 0 (resp. W + = 0). It is well-known that (M, h) is an Einstein manifold if and only of Ric 0 = 0. In this paper, we especially consider a Hermitian surface (M, J, h), i.e. a Hermitian manifold of real dimension 4 with a complex structure J and a compatible Riemannian metric h. Let F be the fundamental 2-form defined by F (X, Y ) = h(JX, Y ), for any tangent vector fields X and Y on M. An interesting differential form of (M, J, h) is the Lee form α = JδF = −δF • J, where δ denotes the codifferential with respect to the metric h. In this case, we have
3)
. These notations refer to S. Salamon's book [32] . For convenience, we give local orthonormal basis of these vector bundles. Let (e 1 , e 2 = Je 1 , e 3 , e 4 = Je 3 ) be a local J-adapted orthonormal frame (sometimes, called unitary frame) on M, its dual is denoted by (ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 , ϑ 3 , ϑ 4 ). Then a local orthonormal basis of
5) 6) respectively. Dually, for the bundles ∧ ± (T * M), a local orthonormal basis is given by
respectively. Set
Then we have
11)
and dually,
14)
Next, we shall introduce the definition of canonical Hermitian connections on Hermitian manifolds.
A Hermitian connection (sometimes also called unitary connection) on a Hermitian manifold (M, J, h) is a connection in the bundle Q = U(M) of unitary frames on M, that is, a linear connection which is metric (h is parallel) and complex (J is parallel). The existence of such connections is assured by the connection theory in principal bundles [23] . P. Gauduchon [19] introduced a 1-parameter family D t of canonical Hermitian connections on Hermitian manifold as follows. 17) and similar for curvature tensors K andK. There are many studies of curvature properties with respect to these canonical Hermitian connections, refer to [26, 37] and the references therein.
For a Hermitian surface, by direct calculations, we get the following useful curvature relations [33, 21] :
where
, (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 ) is a local orthonormal frame on M.
At the end of this section, we will show some basic geometric structures defined by the twistor method.
L. Berard Bergery, T. Ochiai [4] , and N. R. O'Brian, J. H. Rawnsley [29] proposed a general construction of the twistor space Z for an arbitrary even dimensional manifold with G-structure. They also studied the integrability of a natural almost complex structure J Z (similar to J + ) on Z. In particular, for a Hermitian manifold (M, J, h), N.R. O'Brian and J.H. Rawnsley [29] showed that the Grassmann bundles G k (T M) of complex k-planes (i.e. real J-stable 2k-planes) in T M can be considered as the reduced twistor space of M. In fact, G k (T M) can be identified with the complex Grassmann bundle of the complex tangent bundle
) is a Hermitian surface, then Z = P(T 1,0 M) coincides with the following associated bundle definition of the twistor space of 4-manifold [34] ,
where O − (M) is the SO(4)-principal bundle of all negative orthonormal frames over M. Unlike the Riemannian twistor geometry, there are more natural geometry structures on Z = P(T 1,0 M) induced by various Hermitian connections. In the following, we will use the language of principal bundle to study the geometry structures on Z = P(T 1,0 M) as in [34] . We have the following commutative diagram:
where π and π 2 are the standard projections, π 1 ((u 1 , u 2 )) = Span C {u 1 }. Associated with any connection φ = (φ a b ) on the principal bundle Q, there exist four distinguished almost Hermitian structures (up to conjugation) on Z = P(T 1,0 M). As in [22, 34, 18] , to describe these almost Hermitian structures, we first define locally (1, 0)-
} is a local basis of complex cotangent bundle of Z = P(T 1,0 M). Hereafter, for convenience, we omit the pull-back mapping u * without ambiguity.
, we can define four natural almost complex structures J i on Z = P(T 1,0 M) as follows.
J 2 : a basis of (1, 0)-forms is {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 };
Of course, the above constructions are well-defined. Indeed, ifû : V ⊂ Z → Q is another local section of the fibration
. From [23] , by direct calculations, we haveû
Hence, the first Chern class
As in the Riemannian twistor space [22, 18] , there exists a natural family of Riemannian metrics h λ on Z = P(T 1,0 M), 20) where parameter λ > 0, u is a local section of the fibration π 1 : Q → Z. From the definition of J i , it is easy to see that J i are orthogonal almost complex structures with respect to h λ . The associated fundamental 2-forms are denoted by
Here we omit the pull-back mapping u * . In fact, we can define 3-parameter family of almost Hermitian structures h λ 1 ,λ 2 ,λ 3 on Z = P(T 1,0 M) as follows: 25) where parameters λ 1 > 0, λ 2 > 0,λ 3 > 0. In the present paper, we only consider the natural case h λ .
In the following sections, we consider some canonical connections on the principal bundle Q, and then study the corresponding almost Hermitian twistor geometry by using the method of moving frames.
Twistor geometry I: induced by the Lichnerowicz connection
In this section, corresponding to the Lichnerowicz connection (also called the first canonical connection) on the principal bundle of unitary frames over a Hermitian surface M, we define four natural almost Hermitian structures, denoted by (
Then we consider the integrability and conformal
Let (M, J, h) be a Hermitian surface with the natural orientation
. Let P = SO(M) be the SO(4)-principal bundle of oriented orthonormal frames over M, Q = U(M) the U(2)-principal bundle of unitary frames over M. Of course, Q is a principal subbundle of
where e is identified with a linear map e :
The so (4) 
The canonical form on Q is also denoted by θ, which is the restriction of the canonical form of P to Q. The Lie algebra decomposition so(4) = u(2)⊕m induces a decomposition of ω:
Set φ = ω u(2) , in fact, φ defines a connection on the principal bundle Q, which is the Lichnerowicz connection.
Set
Then the structure equations on Q for the connection φ = (φ a b ) are
As in section 2, set ϕ 
where, for example
Others are similar. 
is integrable if and only if the Ricci tensor of the Levi-Civita connection on
We check this by using the structure equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6).
(i) Together with (3.7), we can see that J L 1 is integrable if and only if R1 212 = 0 on Q. Now, we claim that
Fix an unitary frame (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ Q. Then any unitary frame (û 1 ,û 2 ) can be written as
Thus, if R1 212 = 0 on Q, then we also have
By the definition of anti-self-dual Weyl curvature operator W − , it follows that the equations (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) on Q are equivalent to
(ii) From the structure equations of the Lichnerowicz connection on Q, it is obvious that J L 2 is not integrable. Now, we write the integrability condition R1 212 = 0 in a real version. For
it follows that R1 212 = 0 is equivalent to
i.e. the Ricci tensor of the Levi-Civita connection on (M, J, h) satisfies
Ric(e 1 , e 1 ) = Ric(e 2 , e 2 ), Ric(e 1 , e 2 ) = 0.
Therefore, the integrability condition R1 212 = 0 on Q is equivalent to the Ricci tensor of the Levi-Civita connection on (M, J, h) is J-invariant.
Remark 3.2. In fact, from the structure equations of any Hermitian connection on Q = U(M), the second almost complex structure J 2 is never integrable. I. Vaisman [34] showed that the almost complex structures J 3 and J 4 are integrable or not simultaneously, for any Hermitian connection. The condition (iii) in the above proposition appeared in the Riemannian Goldberg-Sachs theorem, which was studied by V. Apostolov and P. Gauduchon [2] . It is easy to see that the condition (iii) is satisfied for a Hermitian Einstein surface or a Kähler surface.
It is a natural question to see how the almost complex structures J 
Then
We have a bundle isomorphism
Thus f * ϕ = e −fφ . Set df = f bφ b + f bφ b . Then by the structure equations of φ andφ, we
In particular, f * φ 
we obtain Next, we study some metric properties of (Z = P( Proof.
Thus dK L 1 (λ) = 0 if and only if
Together with (3.7), it follows that dK 
, where s is the scalar curvature of (M, J, h). Thus
Meanwhile, (3.14) implies
on Q. From (3.14) and (3.15), we have h(R(ǫ
Conversely, it is easy to prove by direct calculations.
(
Thus dK L 2 (λ) = 0 if and only if
on Q. Therefore, the results follow from the proof as in (i).
Thus dK 
For the exterior differentiation of K
Thus dK Given a J-adapted orthonormal frame (e 1 , e 2 = Je 1 , e 3 , e 4 = Je 3 ), we define a new Jadapted orthonormal frame 
(λ) = 0) if and only if (M, J, h) is a Kähler Einstein surface.
Proof. (i) From the exterior differential formula (3.12), we have
From the exterior differential formula (3.16), we have
if and only if R1 211 − R1 222 = 0 on Q. Now, we should prove that this condition is equivalent to (M, J, h) is self-dual. The idea is the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (i).
Fix an unitary frame (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ Q, then any unitary frame (û 1 ,û 2 ) can be written as Thus, if R1 211 − R1 222 = 0 on Q, then the following equations hold:
As we proved in Theorem 3.1, R1 212 = 0 on Q implies (M, J, h) is self-dual. Conversely, it is easy to prove by direct calculations.
(ii) From the exterior differential formula (3.19), we have
From the exterior differential formula (3.20), we have
(λ) = 0) if and only if µ ∧ ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 = 0 and R1 211 + R1 222 = 0 on Q.
As proved in Theorem 3.4 (iii), µ ∧ ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 = 0 if and only if (M, J, h) is a Kähler surface. Now, we write R1 211 and R1 222 in the following real version: It follows that R1 211 + R1 222 = 0 on Q is equivalent to
Ric(e 2 , e 4 ) + Ric(e 1 , e 3 ) = 0, Ric(e 2 , e 3 ) − Ric(e 1 , e 4 ) = 0, (3.26)
for any J-adapted orthonormal frame (e 1 , e 2 = Je 1 , e 3 , e 4 = Je 3 ).
For a Kähler surface (M, J, h), the Ricci tensor is J-invariant, so the above equations imply
Ric(e 1 , e 3 ) = Ric(e 1 , e 4 ) = 0, Ric(e 2 , e 3 ) = Ric(e 2 , e 4 ) = 0, (3.27)
for any J-adapted orthonormal frame (e 1 , e 2 = Je 1 , e 3 , e 4 = Je 3 ). Given a J-adapted orthonormal frame (e 1 , e 2 = Je 1 , e 3 , e 4 = Je 3 ), we can define a new J-adapted orthonormal frame
(e 1 + e 3 , e 2 + e 4 , e 1 − e 3 , e 2 − e 4 ). From (3.27), we have Ric(e 1 + e 3 , e 1 − e 3 ) = Ric(e 1 , e 1 ) − Ric(e 3 , e 3 ) = 0,
Ric(e 1 + e 3 , e 2 + e 4 ) = Ric(e 1 , e 2 ) + Ric(e 3 , e 4 ) = 0,
Ric(e 1 + e 3 , e 2 − e 4 ) = Ric(e 1 , e 2 ) − Ric(e 3 , e 4 ) = 0.
Together with the fact that the Ricci tensor is J-invariant, it follows
Ric(e 1 , e 2 ) = Ric(e 3 , e 4 ) = 0, (3.28)
Ric(e 1 , e 1 ) = Ric(e 3 , e 3 ) = Ric(e 2 , e 2 ) = Ric(e 4 , e 4 ). Therefore, from equations (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29) , it is easy to see that (M, J, h) is Einstein.
At the end of this section, for some special Hermitian surface (M, J, h), we show the
Let (M, J, h) be a self-dual Hermitian surface. If the scalar curvature s of (M, J, h) is constant, then from (3.12), (3.7), and the structure equations on Q, we have
[(Ω If the Ricci tensor of a Hermitian surface (M, J, h) is J-invariant, from (3.19), (3.20) , and the structure equations on Q, then
where s * is the * -scalar curvature of (M, J, h) [33] , µ = − 
Twistor geometry II: induced by the Chern connection
In this section, we will study the twistor geometry induced by the Chern connection (also called the second canonical connection) on a Hermitian surface (M, J, h). Firstly, we consider the integrability and conformal property of almost complex structures J ) the corresponding torsion form and curvature form on Q, respectively. Then the following structure equations hold:
Now, we can define four natural almost complex structures, denoted by J Proof. On the principal bundle Q, the Lichnerowicz connection form φ and the Chern connection form ψ have the following relations:
(i) Since φ (ii) From the structure equations of the Chern connection on Q, it is obvious that J Ch 2
is not integrable.
(iii) Indeed, for a Hermitian surface (M, J, h), the Chern connection is the unique Hermitian connection with T 1,1 = 0. Meanwhile, the corresponding curvature forms are of J-type (1, 1) . Then the result is also from the structure equations of the Chern connection on Q. 
.
From the construction of almost complex structures J i on Z = P(T 1,0 M) in section 2, we observe that canonical Hermitian connections {D t } induce the same J 1 , but in general, different J 2 , J 3 , J 4 , for various t. In fact, it is natural to study the twistor geometry associated with this family of canonical Hermitian connections. 
As in section 3, we have a bundle isomorphism
Thus
Then by the structure equations of ψ andψ, we obtain
In particular, f * ψ 
we obtain Next, we study some metric properties of (Z = P(
The following Theorem is included in Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.8 of [34] . For the completeness of the present paper, we also give the proof. (ii) dK 
) is a Kähler surface. For Kähler surface,
Because of the random of the unitary frames, the above equations imply
Therefore, combining the above discussions, for Kähler surface, 2ϕ (ii) For the exterior differentiation of K Ch 2 (λ), we have
Thus dK Ch 2 (λ) = 0 if and only if
Therefore, the subsequent proof is the same as in (i).
(iii) For the exterior differentiation of K 
From the exterior differential formula (4.6), we have (ii) From the exterior differential formula (4.7), we have
From the exterior differential formula (4.8), we have
It follows that dK [27] introduced the balanced metric on complex manifold, and also claimed that the natural metric on the twistor space (Z, J + ) of a self-dual 4-manifold is a balanced metric. This metric is systematically studied in [22, 18] by using the moving frames method. At the end of this section, we show the following
Conclusions and discussions
By using the method of moving frames, we give a comprehensive study of the four natural almost Hermitian structures on the twistor space Z = P(T 1,0 M) associated with the Lichnerowicz connection and the Chern connection on a Hermitian surface (M, J, h), respectively. For the Lichnerowicz connection, the induced natural almost Hermitian structures on the twistor space For some special Hermitian surface (M, J, h), we show the In fact, as we show in section 2, associated with any unitary connection on a Hermitian surface (M, J, h), we can define 3-parameter family of almost Hermitian structures, denoted by K i (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ), on the twistor space Z = P(T 1,0 M). Thus, for the Lichnerowicz connection and the Chern connection, we obtain many almost Hermitian structures, de-
These may lead to more results. For example, Proposition 3.7 in [34] includes in these family of almost Hermitian structures. The similar constructions are in details studied in the appendix for the twistor space of complex projective plane CP 2 with the Fubini-Study metric h F S .
We will present the curvature properties of the constructed almost Hermitian structures on the twistor space Z = P(T 1,0 M), and the generalization of these structures to the twistor spaces of higher dimensional manifold M (in particular, M is a six dimensional (almost) complex manifold) in our forthcoming papers. The following two points are related discussions. 1. We want to point out that Z = P(T 1,0 M) has a natural Hermitian structure induced from the Hermitian structure on the holomorphic tangent bundle T 1,0 M of Hermitian surface (M, J, h). We review the general constructions of natural geometry structures on projective bundles [36] . Let (M, J, h) be a Hermitian manifold, the corresponding fundamental 2-form is denoted by F . Let (E, h E ) be a holomorphic vector bundle with a Hermitian structure h E over (M, J, h). P(E) is the projective bundle of E, the natural projection is denoted by p : P(E) → M. Namely, for any point x ∈ M, the fibre P(E) x is the projective space P(E x ) of the fibre E x . Then P(E) has a natural complex structure, meanwhile, h and h E induce a positive (1, 1)-form, denoted by F P(E) , on P(E),
where (x, [v]) ∈ P(E), λ is a sufficiently large number. It is easy to see that if F is a Kähler metric on M, then the above F P(E) is a Kähler metric on P(E). Of course, E = T 1,0 M is a particular case, and P(T 1,0 M) is regarded as the twistor space Z in the present paper. From the results in sections 3 and 4, our almost Hermitian structures on P(T 1,0 M) are different from the above construction (5.1).
2. It is worth to mention the results of compatible almost complex structures on the twistor space Z obtained by G. Deschamps [12] . As introduced in section 1, for an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold (M, h), the Levi-Civita connection on M induces a splitting of the tangent bundle T Z into the direct sum of the horizontal and vertical distributions, denoted by T Z = H ⊕ V. With respect to this decomposition, G. Deschamps [12] constructed almost complex structures J Φ on Z, by using the fibre preserving morphisms Φ:
In particular, J Id = J + , J σ = −J − , where Id is the identity morphism of the twistor space Z, σ is the morphism of Z whose restriction to the fibre of the twistor fibration is the antipodal map. For a Hermitian surface (M, J, h), G. Deschamps [12] introduced another natural almost complex structure J ∞ , and proved that J ∞ is integrable if and only if (M, J, h) is a Kähler surface, in the compact case. Recently, D. Ali, J. Davidov and O. Muskarov [1] considered the Gray-Hervella classes of the natural almost Hermitian structures on the twistor space Z introduced by G. Deschamps. Our viewpoint of almost Hermitian structures on the twistor space is from the canonical connections on the principal bundle Q = U(M). On the other hand, G. Deschamps's construction is from the fibre preserving morphism of the twistor space. It is an interesting question to study further the similarities and differences of these two viewpoints. Chern numbers [24] may be the candidates for further study.
Appendix
In order to have a better understanding of this paper, we make some explicit calculations for the case of complex projective plane CP 2 with the Fubini-Study metric h F S . It is well-known that (CP 2 , h F S ) is Kähler-Einstein and self-dual. The following results are familiar to expert [6, 14, 38] . Using the notations as in section 2, we have projection π 2 : Z = P(T 1,0 CP 2 ) = SU(3) S(U(1) × U(1) × U(1)) → CP 2 = SU(3) S(U(1) × U(2)) .
By general principles, Z = P(T 1,0 CP 2 ) admits 2 3 = 8 invariant almost complex structures and exactly 3! = 6 of these are integrable. The Maurer-Cartan form of SU (3) is denoted by w = g −1 dg = (w l m ) l,m=1,2,3 , g ∈ SU(3). w is a su(3)-valued 1-form. The exterior differentiation of w leads to the so called structure equations of SU (3), dw = −w ∧ w.
By local section of π : SU(3) → CP 2 , the pull-back of {w .
Using the notations as in section 2, we define eight natural almost complex structures on Z = P(T 1,0 CP 2 ) as follows.
J 1 : a basis of (1, 0)-forms is {w
